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Forbidden legend geirmund's hall bridge



c: Skyrim: Quests, Skyrim: Side Quests English Edit Share This article contains video content created by Fandom with or without input from Wiki elder Scroll editors, and may not properly represent the amount of written article below. Statements and footage in the video may be inaccurate,
outdated, incomplete or otherwise misleading viewers. The three Holdurson brothers are in spectral form. Gauldur Amulet FragmentLost LegendsWrit of Sealing FolgunthurSaarthalGeirmund's HallReachwater Rock is condemned by your crimes against the kingdom and lord. Let your name
and your it be forever forgotten. And the charm your bear sealed with our ward. ―Writ of Sealing[src] Forbidden Legend is a quest available in Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim, in which Dragonborn must restore secluded fragments of Gamldur Amulet from various ancient Nord ruins to be twisted
and defeated by the bound spirits of arch-Mag Goldur's sons. Quest has Dragonbourne adventures through Skyrim, exploring the northern tombs of Folgantour, Geirmund Hall, Saarthal, and Reachwater Rock. Background[edit source] Long ago, the Gauldur Archipelago was killed and his
three sons were hunted down by the King of the Herald's personal battle. The whole incident was covered up, their names struck from each record. But the legend survived. Perhaps someone still knows the truth of this ancient fairy tale. Goals[edit source] Explore the cryptic message
Explore the legend of Goldur Find the truth from Daynas Valena Read Notes by Deinas Valen Find a snippet of Hamlet Amolet in Sartal Find a fragment of Hamlet Am
1000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 after reading the book Lost Legends, found all over
Skyrim. The Lost Legends of Places article has more information about their location. A copy can be found on the body of a dead adventurer in Reachwater Rock, where part of this quest takes place. The quest can also be activated by reading Writ sealing at any of the burial sites. The
quest details an investigation into the Goldur legend, as well as the find and forging of the long-lost, ancient Goldur Amolet. When Goldur's three sons shared amulet among themselves, they immediately began mocking the various settlements around Skyrim. This caught the attention of
High King Haranda of Skyrim, through which he sent his best soldiers and his personal battle Lord Geirmund. After the defeat of his three sons, Harald ordered each record of their murders to be destroyed, and Goldur's name and view were struck by the story, with only fragmented stories
left behind. Explore the legend of Gauldur[edit] by Mikrul Goldurson. The quest begins in Folguntura, reading Deinas Valen's magazine, located under a tent in a camp outside the tomb. The magazine recounts his travels from ivory dragon claw, and his time on a passenger vessel from the
city of Anvil in Cyril to Skyrim. He traveled to Faultura with two adventurers who were met by boat looking for the wreckage of the talisman. Find out the truth from Daynas Valen[edit | edit source] Inside, past one keyhole claw there is a room with puzzle pillars and another claw claw keyhole
(all already open), then the corpses of Draugur and Valen's compatriots. There are also spikes and fire traps, and at least one live draugur. In the next big room, there are 5 draugr and draugr wight waiting to climb out of their vaults. In the northeastern corner of the room is a spiral staircase
with a trap door in front of it. The trap door can be closed by activizing the lever on the right wall of the staircase. Across the bridge at the top of the stairs, it will lie on another keyhole claw. The claw and his notes are on his corpse. Reading notes activates the next three parts of the quest.
Find a fragment of the Gauldur amoulette in Folgunthur[edit source] The bridge can be crossed by activizing the keyhole. Once across and avoiding traps and draugurs, Dragonborn will come to the gate with four levers. The path can be opened by activated two to the right, starting at one
nearest gate, then the lever on the left furthest from the gate, the left lever closest to the gate, then finally the one on the right closest to the gate again. Past the gate, the trail goes up the stairs, then northeast through a set of stairs where there are falling traps of boulders. The path
continues to a room with two thrones. The lever to the left side of the throne opens the door to a room with pillars to unlock the grille covering the staircase (left, Hawk-Whale-Snake) plus a soul pearl trap. The chain pull in the previous room finishes work. Down the stairs are two frostbite
spiders. There will be a dragon claw puzzle door ahead, but there will be a few draugr in the vaults on either side. The combination of the puzzle, from top to bottom, is the Hawk-Hawk-Dragon. Inside is the door to the Folguntur crypt. Behind that door is Mikrul Goldurson, one of the lighter
Holdur brothers, as he doesn't have the special skills that separated him from the usual leveled draugur. However, he has a small contingent of levelled Drawgras who will attack Dragonborn on Mikrul's wake. They all die though once he is killed. On his troupe is a fragment of Hamlet
Amoulet and the enchanted sword of Goldur Blackblade. After that, the claw can be used to gain access to the two rooms on the back wall. One on the right has breasts aligned with looted and Wall words for frosty breathing. The door to the right of the word wall provides an exit back to The
Folguntur. Find a fragment of Gauldour's amoulette in Sartal Holdurson. In order to gain access to the excavation site, Dragonborn must first begin the quest under Saarthal. This quest is achieved by entering Winterhold College. If Dragonborn isn't qualified with magic, it might be best not to
join until an Elder Knowledge quest is offered, as it will only require a Voice demonstration to join the college (after asking her if an exception can be made for a dragon). After completing a very short quest The first lessons, Tolfdir will give a quest under Saarthal. At this point, the Under
Saarthal quest should be followed. Ifdir should be monitored at the excavation site. It will be available for most dungeons. He will miss the short stretch where he will go after defeating a room full of draugra, but will return right before Dragonborn discovers the antehamber with Yirik and Ok
Magnus inside. Yirik, who is in Sartal on a bullet, must be defeated, and his squeak of sealing and a fragment of Gamdur Amolet. Don't forget to claim Yirik Goldurson's staff on the table in front of Yirik's throne before he can be sent bouncing around the room by Tolfdir when he first
attempts to attack Yirika. Mage can beat him by watching the spontaneous cloud around him as it changes randomly between storm, frost and fire rather than using an element that lubricates him as he will resist attack. The Warriors can treat him like a draugur, or another draugur. Reading
the squeak will start the next point of the quest. The following clue about the origin of the amulette Goldur fragment (if necessary) can be found in Arkanaeum by reading the book Lost Legends (on a small table on the right side of the room, behind the pillars not in the middle as the room is
entered). Find a fragment of Gauldour's amulet in Geirmund Hall[edit] by Sigdis Goldurson. Geirmund Hall is a dungeon close to Ivarsted, the grave of Geirmund's hero. There is a big hole in the ground against the backdrop of the eastern wall. At the bottom is an underwater alcove, with
breasts and a potion of water splashing at the southern end. Up the wooden ramp - iron doors. Behind him are two frostbite spiders and an adept locked door with a leveled loot behind it. To the south, and then to the west, check your chest behind you. Before opening, disarm the trap or
stand on the side of your chest to avoid fire. Beware of the trap-triggering plate. Continuing, you'll find a set of steps that lead to a water-filled room with a puzzle pillar and some draugurs. Halfway down the water room is a table with a pearl of soul - taking it releases a swinging mammoth
skull trap. To unlock the puzzle, the order of the pillars starting from the first is a hawk, whale, snake, whale. Once the poles are in place, the lever at the gate opens the door. There are a few more draugurs in the next room. After climbing the ramp, immediately to the right is an altar with
Geirmund's body holding the key. Doors opposite Geirmund's resting place lead to a secret enchanter plus a drauger and frostbite spider. There are stairs to the right, but they lead to a blocked track. The path to the left leads to a strong aligned draugur. After that there is a dead end and
lever on the ground that will cause a trap if activated. However, behind this lever on the right side is another lever on the wall. Activating this will cause the tractor to drop. Across it is another lever that will drop another pull with a draugur on the other side. Then there is the sweltering
pendulum trap with a draugur on the other side, which can be sent by firing an arrow at his pendulums – he will try to pass through the pendulum, and will be killed. Sigdis and his clones. The final room is served with water, with wooden ramps leading to the crypt for Sigdis Holdurson,
perhaps the heaviest of the three sons to kill. There are four sigili on the ground in the cave. He will often teleport to any of them freshest from Dragonborn and make two copies of himself. All three will attack Dragonborn, including using screams like Unsoubscies (which will knock
Dragonborn over whether any bonuses for the unsoubscies of forces to shout are active) and, at higher levels, Disarm. The easiest way to attack it with stealth and ranged attacks. If one of the clones is attacked, it will dissipated after one blow; After both clones have died, Sigdis will teleport
away again. You can tell Sigdis separately from the clones, because he is the only one with a real amount of health (clones will have full health), as well as the fact that his clones will be surrounded by a blue glow. In addition, the real Sigdis can be identified by being the only one wearing
the Ancient North Helmet. Decorative horns of his handlebars curl down; horns on the helmets of his clones will be clooved up. Sigdis also carries Gauldur Blackbow. After he has been killed, a fragment of Amolet Goldur can be robbed of his corpse. Exit through the cave behind Sigdis's
coffin. Reforge Gauldur Amulet[edit source] After all the fragments have been collected, the search continues at Reachwater Rock, near Mapspier. Inside, there is a dead Adventurer near an emerald dragon claw, on a pedestal along with a warning note will researchers stay away from the
site. Further up the path is a claw door that can be unlocked, rotating rings to match the combination inscribed on the palm of the Emerald Claw: bear, whale, snake (top to bottom). Insert the claw into the keyhole and the door will open along with three similar doors further forward. Inside is
another claw door, this time using a combination of Ivory Dragon Claw: Hawk, Hawk, Dragon (again, with from top to bottom). Next inside will be a large room with a table with three amulette peedests. Placing three fragments of amoulette on each of the pedestals will make the ghosts of
each son appear, each of which Dragonborn will have to fight one by one. The first will be Mikrul, who can again be faced as a levelled drougre with a small horde of draugrass. The draugra he commands won't stop attacking until Mikrul is defeated. Sigdis will use the same tactics as before,
disappearing and tying again to shoot arrows at Dragonborn, using four of the six possible locations, and occasionally using screams. Every time he teleports, the battle temporarily stops, allowing you to restore health and save the game. The real Sigdis has a slightly different helmet model
(the Ancient North Helmet) than its clones (Helm Ingol), and its clones will always have full health, and will be surrounded by a slightly blue glow. After Sigdis, Jyrik would appear, sometimes teleporting around the room and using the same elementary raincoaour tactics he used back in
Saarthal while Tolfdir was dealing with Magnus' anus. Defeat him using physical attacks or destroying magic that does not match his elementary cloak. Once all three sons are defeated, they will reappear as ghosts over the pedestal. As they look to take Dragonborn for three against one,
their father shows up and kicks them out, with the Sigdis commenting on the realization that their father woke up before Goldura's sarcophagus bursts open and unleashes spells to send them to Oblivion. After that, the Gauldur archipelago will grow fragments of Goldur's amolet into a Goldur
amolet, a necklace that gives +30 health, magic and endurance. Goldur's skeleton, in a crypt at a table with pedestals, holds a decent amount of money. In addition, the haunted use of the Unsoubsomous Forces could cause someone to be stuck on the platform on which Ghosts are not yet
fought - which could lead to them not being able to go back. Once the three sons have been expelled, there is an area that opens up behind the path you last entered. This area contains breasts and some objects surrounding the chest. Awards[edit source] Gauldur Amulet Staff Jyrik
Gauldurson Gauldur Blackblade Gauldur Blackbow Treasure Chest at the bottom of the pool when you first enter the cave located just below the dead adventurer. Various chests and looting: At the entrance to Goldur's grave, there is a false wall that leads to some leveled looting with a
wall, automatically unveiling itself while cleaning the dungeon Adept-locked chest containing a leveled loot and potion in the chamber where the emerald dragon claw was found with its breasts on top of a pole (the use of the Whiwindrl Sprint may be required in order to get to the platform)
The giant floating in the Arrava swamp and iron shield water , just under the floating skeleton of An An breasts in the water under a pillar in Reachwater Rock Orichalcum ore east of a dead adventurer, next to a torch by some mushroom breasts in the water at reachwater Rock Journal[edit |
edit source] Forbidden Legend - dunGauldursonQST ID Journal Entry 6 Inwater Rock, I found a cryptic message that said the tomb here had been sealed - and should be forgotten forever. What is the history of this place? Goal 6: Explore cryptic message 7 In Folhuntur, I found a cryptic
message on the body of the powerful Drewgre, condemning him for his long-standing crimes. What was his story like? Why was he trapped in a broken talisman? Goal 6: Explore the cryptic message 8 In Geirmund Hall, I found a cryptic message on the body of the powerful Drewgre,
condemning him for his long-standing crimes. What was his story like? Why was he trapped in a broken talisman? Goal 6: Explore the cryptic message 9 In Sartal, I found a cryptic message on the body of the powerful Drewgre, condemning him for his long-standing crimes. What was his
story like? Why was he trapped in a broken talisman? Goal 6: Explore the cryptic message of 10 Long ago the Holdur archipelago was killed and his three sons hunted for the personal battle of King Gerald. The whole incident was covered up, their names struck from each record. But the
legend survived. Perhaps someone still knows the truth of this ancient fairy tale. Goal 10: Explore the Legend of Goldur Goal 20: Learn the Truth from Daynas Valen Goal 21: Read Deinas Valen's Notes 20 Long Ago, the Gauldur Archipelago was killed, and its three cates where King
Harald's personal battle hunted. Mage Daynas Valen spent his life searching for the truth of this tale, and came to The Foil with the key needed to unlock his secret. Goal 20: Learn the truth from Daynas Valen Meta 21: Read Notes by Daynas Valen 21 Goal 21: Read Notes by Daynas
Valen 30 Long ago archipelago Gauldur was killed by his three sons who stole his amulet power and shared it among themselves. The brothers hunted secretly and sealed in tombs through Skyrim. To bring back the amulet, I'll need to look for their final resting places. Goal 31: Find a
fragment of Gaaldur's gamulette in Folgunthur Goal 32: Find a fragment of Goldur's gamulette in Geirmund Meta Hall 33: find a fragment of Hamldur Amulet in Saarthal Goal 100: Reforge Gauldur Amolet 100 Long Ago, Archbishop Gauldur was murdered by his three sons, who stole his
amulet power and divided it among themselves. I defeated the undesurable brethren, located the wreckage of the broken amoulette and forged it an over again in Goldur's tomb. Goal 100: Reforate Amulet Goldura 105 The ancient longtime Archipelago of Goldur was killed by his three sons,
who stole his amulet power and divided it among themselves. I collected fragments broke the amulet and brought them to the tomb of Goldur, where the ghosts of the three brothers ambushed me. 150 Long ago archbishop Gauldur was killed by three of his sons, who stole his amulet power
and divided it among themselves. I defeated the undiluted brethren, located the wreckage of the broken amulet, and re-forged it in Goldur's tomb. Goal 150: Take Gauldur Amulet 255 Gallery[edit | edit source] Add photo to this gallery Trivia [edit | edit source] If Dragonborn has a healthy
supply of empty petti gems of the soul, a bow with a soul trap and good skill to penetrate, clones can be farmed to gather plenty of spirits. Sigdis Goldurson uses both Unsung Forces and Disarmament, making it the most difficult to fight. Falling down the hole again while exiting the dungeon
will need to go through the entire dungeon again to escape. This quest can only be completed if Dragonborn joins Winterhold College. At the end of the quest, when Goldur's coffin opens, Sigdis will turn around and collide with the coffin and whisper to Goldur!, before being driven out with
his brothers. Nothing is revived in any of the dungeons other than Folgunthur, meaning items can be safely stored inside containers and will stay there if Dragonborn wants to go back and retrieve them later. Geirmund Hall is the only tomb to appear in The Elder Scrolls Online, but instead it
appears as a city. Saartal is the only tomb that is actually a dungeon castle before starting Under Saarthal. Folgunthur is the only tomb that is not directly mentioned by someone else. Geirmund Hall and Reachwater Rock are the only tombs that don't have a Word Wall. In addition, they both
have only one inner area. Finding a fragment of Goldur's amoulette in Sartal during the Quest Under Saarthal for Winterhold College can also begin the quest without having to read Lost Legends or Squeaks sealing. Errors[edit] This section contains errors related to the Forbidden Legend.
Before adding a bug to this list, consider the following: Please restart the old save to confirm if an error is still occurring. If an error still occurs, please publish an error report with the corresponding system template 360/ XB1 , PS3 / PS4 , PC / MAC , NX , depending on which platform the
error occurred. Be descriptive when listing bugs and corrections, but avoid talking in descriptions and/or using first-person anecdotes: such discussions belong to the relevant forum board. Click to show Read Note before the quest has been received will make further progress impossible.
Over time, reading Writ does nothing. The only known way to fix the quest (if it was obtained by killing Yirika) is to get Lost legends and read it. Then the quest will progress correctly. Under reconnaissance, if Deinas Walan Walan it will be immediately hostile, even if the quest has not yet
begun. Once the quest has begun, despite killing him in his home, Deinas's body will be in ruins where his diary and claw can be found.  PS3 In an attempt to access a scream within the Folgunthur crypt, following the murder of Myrul Goldurson and other Draugr thralls, the music of the
Word Wall march can be heard without screaming. Restarting does not fix this error.  360 Sometimes the pillar of the puzzle at Geirmund Hall will not work. There is no known way to fix this. We recommend that you restart. Update: Restart does not always work. If multiple attempts to restart
and replicate the poles are not successful, a restart quest may be required. If Geirmund Hall is cleaned before the quest, Sigdis's body and amulet fragment will disappear; the marker will hover where the body was when it was defeated. This can be resolved on a PC in the place where the
boss was killed. On the console: prid a5e68 enable console mode output and looting of the body for the snippet will cause the log to be updated and the quest can now be completed normally.  360 The fix for the endangered Sigdis Amulet is this: after completing other steps as usual after
returning to Geirmund Hall, the quest arrow will point to the present current part of Sigdis' body. It can't always work. If a life hack is introduced with Mikrul Holdurson already from his tomb, there is a possibility that his corpse cannot be looted after he is killed. Dragonborn has to reload the
last seam, return to his room, and if he's back out of his tomb, just back out of the zone and re-enter. He must be in his tomb, where he can be quickly killed and looted.  360 Sometimes Mikrul Goldurson will be impossible to rob, even when he comes out of his tomb. If that happens, it can
be decided to kill him without getting through, with another weapon, such as a sword instead of a bow, or kill him last after killing another draugur. This should make him a looter. If the amulet in Saartala is not picked up before Magnus' eye is moved, there is a possibility that it will disappear
along with Yirik's corpse. At a fairly high level, Sigdis can use a Disarm cry to remove an equipped Dragonborn weapon. If Dragonborn stands in some parts of the dungeon the weapon can be dropped beyond reflection makes it impossible to obtain. The collapse of any of the three bosses
will prevent the amulet forging from starting, causing Dragonborn to be trapped in the room. Killing thralls while in a sarcophagus prevents them from spawning during the battle. Killing or paralyzing Sigdis before he first teleports, such as with a deadly attack, paralyzed by spell or
enchantment, or by the cry of Unsoubsciesed Force, can cause it to fail to reappear or reappear and unfulfilled. This makes it impossible to get a fragment of it. Sigdis' unsung force attacks could push Dragonborn onto the platform where Goldur's body sits. Once there, Dragonborn won't be
able to go down again because they'll be stuck behind an invisible wall and Sigdis won't be able to attack. You can escape to your PC using the tcl console command or by restarting the previous save. Dragonborn cannot attack using arrows or near attacks. However, completing the quest
can still be achieved by using dragon cries for attack such as Unsoubsurable Forces. Sigdis's unsongested power can push Dragonborn through the gate on the opposite side of the amulette chunks. This will cause Dragonborn to get stuck there until the amolet is re-retreaned. In case there
are any problems in completing the quest, here is a list of relevant items to use with player.additem. Lost Legends: 000ED608 Fragment of Goldur Sigdis Amolet: 0002D753 Fragment of Amoulette Gauldur Mikrul: 000F1C17 (on French version: 0002D74F) setstage dunGauldursonQST
stage 31/32/33 Other errors, can probably be solved by restarting the last save or autosave. If a character follows Dragonbourne for a particular quest, they can become hostile to the ghost of Goldur, preventing the quest from ending. Attacking them until they submit allows a sequel as
usual. In addition, restarting and retreating to the far end of the room to the spawn of Goldur will cause Dragonborn to go too far to become hostile. If Dragonborn is fast enough after killing ghosts, their bodies could be looted for their weapons again. Killing Sigdis shortly before he teleports
could make him disappear. Hall Energy solves this. In the Reachwater Rock section (which combines amoulette fragments), you can get stuck on a platform where vanquished spirits stand. This can prevent the fight from ending and/or assembling a completed amulet (and leaving the cave).
It is best to avoid jumping there; otherwise, you will need to restart. During the final battle, the collapse of any of the three brothers with a lightning spell (or the murder of one of them under dawnbreaker) will cause the ash to appear at the altar, but the search will not move forward. This was
tried by the collapse of one, two and all three. The only way to fix it is to restart the save before breaking up. Saving and restarting may fix this glitch. If the quest was received before he went to Winterhold College, Saarthal cannot be introduced until Tolfdir listens in college (where he
teaches ward spells). If Dragonborn decides to go to Faulguntur in front of Saarthal with Tolfdir, it is not possible that the combination of the gate (nearest left, farthest right) will get stuck and cause the wrong gate, leaving Dragonborn stuck. Only To solve this is to use a lever that opens the
last gate and closes the first one, and then Dragonborn has to go back with the first gate closing and opening the rest. The quest can disappear completely from the log without completing it. The fix is not currently known, although reading Lost Legends can fix the quest. If Dragonborn is
near the ghosts of the brothers, the second brother fought in the Reachwater Cave may scream in such a way that Dragonborn is pushed into a locked coffin. This will jam, and the only way out is to restart the saved game.  The 360 PS3 Power attacks any of the ammolets while they are on
pedestals turns them into buckets, however this does not disrupt the progression of the quest. Sometimes only two out of three brothers will appear as ghosts. The only way to fix this is to restart before or during combat. Saartal's excavation site can sometimes be found with Yirik already
killed. It can be looted as usual. If the game doesn't correct itself while reading Lost Legends and is stuck on Read Notes by Deinas Valen, then the resolution is simply to collect all the other snippets from three Yrick sons in Sartal, Mikrul in Folhuntura and Sidgis at Geirmund Hall - then
move on to Reachwater Rock after all the sons and all three trials are defeated. At that point, you can take the amulet that Arch-Mag Goldur was producing, and the quest magazine will say that the notes were read, whether they were stored or not, and the search completed. Sometimes,
when Sigdis uses Unsoubscies, it will push Dragonborn into the water from where it will be impossible to get out (console commands allow you to get out). It can also scream Dragonborn in a place where it may be impossible to move at all (including console commands) When trying to
unlock the first turn door at Reachwater Rock using the right combination, the door may not open. This can be fixed by entering the correct combination, then turning each ring once and again using the claw. You should repeat this until the correct combination is found out again. It can also
happen to the second door. If Sigdis is killed, getting out of the bow and perk of the bull, his body is paralyzed and will be teleported, as well as endlessly spawning clones. A restart may resolve this issue. * Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links, meaning at no extra cost to
you, Fandom will earn a commission if you click and make a purchase. Community content is available in the CC-BY-SA section unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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